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ABSTRACT

We investigated two main components of infant declarative pointing, reference and attitude, in two experiments with a total of 106 preverbal infants at 1;0. When an experimenter (E) responded to the declarative pointing of these infants by attending to an incorrect referent (with positive attitude), infants repeated pointing within trials to redirect E’s attention, showing an understanding of E’s reference and active message repair. In contrast, when E identified infants’ referent correctly but displayed a disinterested attitude, infants did not repeat pointing within trials and pointed overall in fewer trials, showing an understanding of E’s unenthusiastic attitude about the referent. When E attended to infants’ intended referent AND shared interest in it, infants were most satisfied, showing no message repair within trials and pointing overall in more trials. These results suggest that by twelve months of age infant declarative pointing is a full communicative act aimed at sharing with others both attention to a referent and a specific attitude about that referent.

INTRODUCTION

Infants sometimes point to objects for other people even when they do not want to obtain those objects. One reason they might do this is to direct others’ attention to the objects so that they can then share attention and interest with others about them (so-called ‘proto-declarative’ pointing; Bates, Camaioni & Volterra, 1975; Camaioni, 1993). However, Moore & D’Entremont (2001) found that one-year-old infants pointed in this manner even if an adult was already attending to the object prior to the point. Therefore, they concluded that infants do not point to direct others’
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attention to objects (and do not even possess a social-cognitive understanding of others’ attention). Instead, they proposed that infants point to obtain adult attention to the self, not to the object.

Liszowski, Carpenter, Henning, Striano & Tomasello (2004) challenged this latter account of infant declarative pointing both theoretically and empirically. They argued that infants do in fact understand something about others’ attention but may sometimes point to something that another person is already looking at when they want to express their interest in it and share this interest with the other person. To test the competing accounts empirically, Liszkowski et al. (2004) had an experimenter (E) react in different ways to twelve-month-old infants’ pointing at interesting events, with the question being how infants would react to these different adult reactions. To test Moore & D’Entremont’s (2001) hypothesis that infants only want to obtain attention to the self, E reacted to infants’ points by attending only to the infant, not to the referent, and emoting positively to the infant (FACE condition). To test the complementary hypothesis that infants only wanted to direct attention to the referent, E reacted by attending only to the event, not to the infant, and not commenting or emoting about it (EVENT condition). To test Liszkowski and colleagues’ hypothesis that infants point to share attention and interest, E reacted by alternating attention to both referent and infant and commenting positively (JOINT ATTENTION condition). To test the hypothesis that infants do not intend to communicate at all, E reacted by ignoring infants’ pointing and attending to neither the event nor the infant, not commenting on anything at all (IGNORE condition).

The main finding was that infants showed dissatisfaction in all but the Joint Attention condition. In all the other conditions, children pointed overall in significantly fewer trials, eventually giving up on pointing for E. Furthermore, when E did not alternate gaze between infant and event and comment positively about it, those infants who pointed repeated their pointing within trials significantly more often, presumably in an attempt to change E’s response. Thus, infants were not satisfied when the adult attended either exclusively to themselves or to the object, but rather they wanted the adult to attend to both themselves and the object, so that the two of them could share attention and interest in the object. In line with Liszkowski et al. (2004) we therefore propose that infants’ pointing in such a context has two components: (1) directing an adult’s attention to some external event or entity in order to align the adult’s attention with their own (shared attention); and (2) expressing interest or some other attitude to that shared event or entity in the expectation that the adult will align her own attitude with the infants’ (shared attitude). Thus, even if the adult is already looking at an object, infants might still point to it in order to achieve their second goal of sharing an attitude about it. Like fully linguistic speech
acts (Searle, 1969; see also Bates et al., 1975), infant declarative pointing thus embodies both reference and attitude.

In the current study, we investigated each of these two components in more detail. Following the basic design of Liszkowski et al. (2004), an adult reacted to infants’ declarative pointing in various ways, and infants’ reaction to that reaction was observed. With regard to reference, the adult either correctly identified the infants’ intended referent or else alighted on some nearby, but incorrect, object as the infants’ intended referent. With regard to attitude, the adult either expressed interest or disinterest in the object. There were thus four types of reactions resulting from a cross of the two factors of reference and attitude: (i) identify the referent correctly or incorrectly, crossed with (ii) share or not share the infants’ attitude. Our hypothesis, which we will call the sharing hypothesis, was that infants would only be satisfied when the adult both correctly identified the referent (shared reference) and expressed the infant’s attitude to that referent (shared attitude).

More specifically, with regard to reference, under the sharing hypothesis we predicted that infants would be satisfied only if the adult identified the correct referent. If the adult consistently misunderstood infants’ referents and attended to something else, we expected that infants would be dissatisfied and thus would point on fewer trials across the session and/or would engage in some kind of message repair (Golinkoff, 1986) to correct the adult (i.e. would repeat pointing within trials to redirect the adult’s attention to the correct referent). The competing hypothesis is that infants point instead to direct bodily behaviour and not attention (or perhaps, in a kind of triadic version of the hypothesis of Moore & D’Entremont, 2001, point simply to obtain adult attention or emotion about anything – irrespective of any particular referent). That hypothesis would predict that it would not be important for infants whether the adult referred to their precise referent or not, so when she did not, they would not engage in message repair by repeating pointing within trials. On that account, infants would be satisfied if the adult simply oriented and emoted appropriately toward something and thus they would point in as many trials across the session as when the adult correctly identified their referent.

With regard to attitude, under the sharing hypothesis we predicted that infants would be satisfied only if the adult shared their attitude of interest in the object. If the adult did not do this, we predicted that infants would eventually stop pointing across trials for the adult and would not engage in any kind of message repair. A competing hypothesis is that infants point simply in order to obtain positive emotions. This hypothesis would predict that infants would be dissatisfied when the adult emoted neutrally instead of positively and thus that they would persist in pursuing their goal in this case and would repeat pointing within trials – like they do when they try
to obtain things by ‘proto-imperative’ pointing (Bates et al., 1975). Alternatively, another competing hypothesis is that infants are requesting information in a kind of social referencing way: they point out an object or event for an adult and, in essence, inquire about the adult’s attitude toward it or about its valence (see Baldwin & Moses, 1996). In this case, any attitude the adult expressed, even neutral disinterest, would satisfy infants and they would thus point in as many trials across the session as when the adult emoted positively.

**MAIN EXPERIMENT**

In this experiment we tested the sharing hypothesis that E’s reaction to infants’ pointing needs to involve E’s alignment to both their referent and their attitude about the referent in order to satisfy infants’ communicative intent. We had three specific predictions. First, we predicted that in the three conditions in which E did not share both attention AND interest infants would point in fewer trials across the session, as they did in the study by Liszkowski et al. (2004), effectively giving up on pointing for that communicative partner. Second, we predicted that when E expressed interest but misunderstood the referent, infants would repeat pointing to the same referent within trials (in an attempt to redirect E’s attention) more often than when E expressed interest about the correct referent. Third, we predicted that when E referred to the correct referent but did not share infants’ positive attitude, infants would show no increase in pointing within trials because they were not simply ‘ordering’ E to express positive emotions; following our first prediction, in this case they would point in fewer trials across the session, not being satisfied with this response.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

Eighty German infants were recruited from a database of infants whose parents had agreed to participate in studies of infant development. Only infants that were reported by their parents to be pointing were invited to participate. An additional 25 infants were excluded because of experimenter error (n=5), fussiness (n=12), or lack of pointing (n=8). Table 1 displays the number of included and excluded infants, mean age, range, and gender for each of four experimental groups (n=20 in each). Infants received a small gift for participating after the test.

**Materials and set-up**

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental set-up for two of the experimental conditions. Set-up and materials were mostly similar to
those used in Liszkowski et al. (2004). A semi-circular screen of white cloth sheets was positioned in front of the infant at a distance of 2.5 m, blocking the entire back of the test room. The screen had four openings at a height of 90 cm from the floor, two at each side of the infant’s midline at equal distances. These openings were covered with curtains which could be opened from behind. There were eight different stimuli: four hand puppets and four other objects. During each test trial a research assistant, E2, either protruded one of the hand puppets through one of the openings, or operated one of the four objects from behind the screen. These four objects were

---

**Table 1. Main experiment: description of the sample**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>N (not included)</th>
<th>Age (range)</th>
<th>Male/Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>80 (12(^a); 5(^b); 8(^c))</td>
<td>1;0.15 (0;1.16–1;1.14)</td>
<td>42/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Attention</td>
<td>20 (0(^a); 1(^b))</td>
<td>1;0.16 (0;1.16–1;1.14)</td>
<td>12/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misunderstanding</td>
<td>20 (1(^a); 2(^b))</td>
<td>1;0.13 (0;1.20–1;1.12)</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninterested</td>
<td>20 (2(^a); 1(^b))</td>
<td>1;0.14 (1;0.10–1;1.07)</td>
<td>12/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Sharing</td>
<td>20 (3(^a); 0(^b))</td>
<td>1;0.11 (1;0.10–1;1.11)</td>
<td>8/12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(^a\) Numbers in parentheses do not add up across conditions, because some infants did not point and could not be allocated to a condition. \(^b\) Additional infants tested but not included because of fussiness. \(^c\) Additional infants tested but not included because of experimenter error.
located at equal distances to the infant’s midline. Three of them were always visible to infants in front of the screen and could be activated electronically (a string of white lights which flashed at 1 sec. intervals hanging on one of the barriers, a red light which flashed irregularly on the floor, and a fan with coloured stripes of crepe-paper attached on a stack of boxes). For the fourth object (a wooden bird with flapping wings) the opening on the infant’s far left was reused. The order of the stimuli was the same for every infant.

E sat facing the infant, approximately 0.8 m away, with his back to the screen. Two of the experimental conditions (MISUNDERSTANDING and NO SHARING; see below) involved barriers which obstructed E’s line of sight to the stimuli (see Figure 1). Two of four barriers (a clothes rack and a wicker screen) stood proximal to E’s left and right, each obstructing three stimuli locations distant to the barriers from E. The other two barriers (a solid cardboard wall and a stack of boxes) were more distal to E and each obstructed an object close to or attached to it from E. On the side of the barriers visible to E there were little papers attached or, hanging on the clothes rack, a jacket, all of which E could reach. In the other two experimental conditions the set-up was identical but with no barriers present. The caregiver sat to the infant’s left, slightly behind the infant.

One camera was positioned above the infant and one camera was positioned to the right of the infant’s midline, both hidden behind cloth sheets, to record the infant. Another two cameras were positioned left and right of E’s midline behind the infant, to record E and the stimuli. The cameras were connected to a quad-splitter that fed the image into a monitor behind the screen so E2 could monitor the infant’s behaviour. A small light behind the infant was switched on by E2 to signal to E the onset and offset of each trial.

Procedure
All infants participated in a warm-up period before the actual study started, in which E engaged with the infant and elicited social behaviours like looking or smiling, and showing or giving objects. A between-subjects design was used. Each infant was randomly assigned to one of four conditions. In each condition there were 8 trials. Between trials infants were engaged in play with a bead-toy. On each trial, after E2 activated the assigned stimulus upon a signal by E (he touched his ear when he judged the child as attentive), E ignored the stimulus until the infant pointed to it, upon which he immediately began continuously reacting for 10 seconds. When an infant did not point on a given trial, E looked in a friendly way at the infant’s face and uttered a few words or vocal expressions (e.g. ‘uhmm, yeah, hmm’), to avoid a still-face situation. There was no set time limit for stimulus
exposure before the point, but if the infant did not point and uninterestedly looked away from the stimulus for more than 3 seconds, the stimulus was removed. On rare occasions (a total of 16 trials across 14 infants) a trial had to be excluded because infants did not point because they never looked at the stimulus due to fussiness or distraction. The following four conditions were administered (see Table 2 for a summary):

**Joint Attention.** There were no barriers. E alternated gaze between the stimulus and the infant's face twice, talking excitedly about the stimulus (but never naming it) and commenting on the fact that they were attending to the same thing. For example he said something like: ‘Oh, that’s nice! You are showing something neat to me.’ When turning to the stimulus E slightly extended his arm, hand open, palm up in the direction of the stimulus (this was done to make it easier for infants to be sure of what he was looking at).

**Misunderstanding.** E alternated gaze between a barrier (the one which obstructed his line of sight to the stimulus) and the infant’s face twice, talking excitedly about an incorrect referent (e.g. a small insignificant piece of paper attached to the barrier; again never naming it) and mistakenly commenting on the fact that they were attending to the same thing (as in Joint Attention). When turning to the barrier E extended his arm, hand open, palm up to touch the small piece of paper attached to the barrier.

**Uninterested.** There were no barriers. E reacted as in the Joint Attention condition except that he commented neutrally, not excitedly, about the event. He thus referred to the correct referent but was uninterested in it and commented in a non-positive way about it. He said something like: ‘Hmm? Well, … that’s not really exciting …’

**No Sharing.** E reacted as in the Misunderstanding condition, attending to the barrier, but he commented neutrally, as in the Uninterested condition. E thus misunderstood the infant’s referent and uninterestedly referred to an insignificant object attached to the barrier.

**Coding and analyses**
Our main interest was in infants’ pointing behaviour in response to E’s reaction. Only trials with points were coded. Points were coded when the
infant began extending the arm (either fully or slightly bent) and index finger or hand in the direction of the stimulus and lasted until the arm was withdrawn (either fully or more than half). A new point was coded when the arm was extended again after it had been withdrawn before. Points to non-test objects were not coded. We report results on the following main measures:

**Trials with a point.** Because not all infants pointed on every trial, and because some infants did not point on the first trial(s), this measure was computed as the number of trials in which infants pointed at least once as a proportion of the total number of trials (beginning with infants’ first trial with a point).

**Repetition of points.** The number of trials in which infants repeated their pointing as a proportion of the number of trials in which infants pointed at least once (we also computed mean number of points per trial with pointing, as a secondary measure).

We also computed the duration of each point, the latency from the first look to the stimulus until the first point, and the latency from the end of the first point until the second point.

In addition, in order to further characterize infants’ reactions, we also coded their looking and vocalizing in relation to their pointing. We expected that infants might look and vocalize more often to E when they were dissatisfied with E’s reaction, in an attempt to communicate their dissatisfaction and to repair their communication if possible. Looks to the stimulus or to E’s face were identified by movements of the infant’s head and eyes. Communicative vocalizing was only coded when it was accompanied by looks to the stimulus or E; non-communicative sounds and fussing were not coded. Occurrences of vocalizing were coded as distinct when they were separated by a pause. We report results on the following additional measures: (1) Looks to E’s face: mean number and mean duration of looks to E’s face per trial with a point; (2) Looks to the stimulus: mean number and mean duration of looks to the stimulus per trial with a point; and (3) Vocalizations: mean number and mean duration of vocalizations to E per trial with a point.

Coding of digital videotapes was done by E2, an assistant who was unaware of the hypotheses of the study, using the Interact computer programme (with the minimum unit of $\frac{1}{25}$ second = 1 frame) of the relevant behaviours. Except for vocalizing, which was coded in real-time, all behaviours were coded in different passes allowing for a frame by frame analysis. Inter-observer reliability was assessed in the same way by the first author, E, who coded a total of 8 randomly-selected infants (2 from each condition; not blind to condition or naïve to hypotheses). Cohen’s Kappas were 0.96 for identification of each instance of pointing within a 1 s interval during a trial ($n=87$ observations). Coding of duration of pointing was
highly correlated, and the two coders did not differ from each other (means = 3.6 s and 3.4 s; Pearson’s $r = 0.95$, $p < 0.001$; $t(69) = 1.44$, $p = 0.155$). In those trials with pointing ($n = 48$) Cohen’s Kappas for agreement on each second were $0.94$ for looks to E, $0.90$ for looks to the stimulus, and $0.92$ for vocalizing. For each of these measures we conducted one-way ANOVAs with condition as between-subjects factor and, if significant, planned comparisons (LSD) according to our hypotheses and post hoc comparisons (Dunnett, Tukey) where appropriate.

RESULTS

For some measures, that is, point duration, latency to point, and vocalizing, there were no statistically significant differences across conditions. For the secondary measure of point repetitions (mean number of points during trials with pointing) there were also no significant differences across conditions ($F(3, 76) = 1.87$, $p = 0.141$), although the pattern of results was similar to that of the main measure (mean proportion of trials in which infants repeated pointing; see Repetition of Points section below): means = 1.4 for Joint Attention, 1.6 for Misunderstanding, 1.3 for Uninterested, and 1.4 for No Sharing. The lack of significant differences for the secondary measure mean number of points was most likely due to the fact that this measure is more susceptible than the main measure to individual differences, which cannot be well controlled in a between-subject design.

Trials with a point

A one-way ANOVA on the proportion of trials in which infants pointed at least once yielded a significant effect of condition, $F(3, 76) = 3.30$, $p = 0.025$. Following our first prediction, we tested the Joint Attention condition against each of the other conditions. Results confirmed our prediction that infants pointed on significantly more trials in the Joint Attention compared to the Misunderstanding, Uninterested, and No Sharing conditions (Dunnett, $p$’s = 0.037, 0.030, and 0.006, respectively; see Figure 2 for means and standard errors). Further, post hoc tests revealed that those three conditions were not significantly different from each other (Tukey $p$’s all $> 0.490$). Sharing both attention and interest to the referent to which the infant pointed was thus the adult reaction that was most likely to elicit infant pointing on further trials.

Infants’ dissatisfaction was particularly evident in the Uninterested condition. Whereas all infants in the Joint Attention condition pointed on at least one more trial after their first trial with a point, in the Uninterested condition 5 infants (25%) never pointed again after their first trial with
Comparisons between Joint Attention and Misunderstanding [1 infant never pointed again] and Joint Attention and No Sharing [2 infants never pointed again] were not significant.

Repetition of points

A one-way ANOVA on the mean proportion of trials in which infants repeated pointing yielded a significant effect of condition, $F(3, 76) = 2.76$, $p = 0.048$; see Figure 3 for means and standard errors. Following our second prediction, we compared the two positive comment conditions to test whether the mean proportion of trials in which infants repeated pointing was higher when E did not share the infant’s referent (Misunderstanding condition) than when he did (Joint Attention condition). A planned comparison supported our prediction that when E expressed interest but referred incorrectly (Misunderstanding), infants repeated pointing within a trial on more trials than when E referred correctly (Joint Attention), $p = 0.055$. The two neutral comment conditions (Uninterested and No Sharing) did not differ significantly from each other.

Following our third prediction, we compared the two conditions in which E attended to the infants’ referent to test whether infants repeated pointing within trials more when E did not share the infant’s attitude (Uninterested condition) than when he did (Joint Attention condition). A planned comparison supported our prediction: infants did not repeat their pointing
within a trial on more trials when E emoted neutrally (Uninterested) than positively (Joint Attention), $p = 0.126$. Indeed, the number of infants who repeated pointing within a trial at least once across the session was significantly smaller in the Uninterested (11/20) compared to the Joint Attention (18/20) condition (Fisher’s exact $c_2 = 6.14$, $p = 0.032$, two-tailed).

In order to see whether the point repetitions were selective to the Misunderstanding condition, we conducted a direct post hoc comparison between the two conditions in which infants’ preferred response was violated but for different reasons, that is, when either the reference or the attitude component was violated (Misunderstanding and Uninterested conditions, respectively). In the Misunderstanding condition infants repeated pointing within a trial on significantly more trials than in the Uninterested condition (Tukey’s $p = 0.034$, 2-tailed). Similarly, there was a tendency that more infants repeated pointing within a trial at least once across the session in the Misunderstanding than in the Uninterested condition (respectively, 17/20 and 11/20, Fisher’s exact $c_2 = 4.18$, $p = 0.082$, 2-tailed). Thus, infants differentially reacted to the different reasons behind the failure to share attention and interest.

Finally, to further analyze the difference between point repetitions in the Misunderstanding versus the Joint Attention condition we looked more closely at these repetitions in order to try to determine what infants were attempting to do with their repeated points. We therefore conducted a new
set of analyses (independent t-tests, two-tailed) with the infants who repeated pointing within a trial in the Misunderstanding and Joint Attention conditions (18 and 17 infants, respectively), and focused only on those trials in which infants repeated pointing. We were interested in two behaviours on those trials with repeated points: looks to E's face and vocalizing. During the period between a point and a point repetition within a trial, infants looked significantly more often to E in the Misunderstanding (mean = 1.49) than in the Joint Attention (mean = 0.49) condition, $t(33) = 2.25$, $p = 0.016$ (two-tailed), perhaps attempting to determine the problem or to call E's attention to their communicative intention. In addition, infants vocalized more often during their second point in the Misunderstanding (mean = 0.82) than in the Joint Attention (mean = 0.57) condition, $t(33) = 1.71$, $p = 0.050$ (two-tailed), perhaps attempting to augment their misunderstood signal.

**Looking behaviour**

Figures 4 and 5 display infants' looking pattern to E's face and to the stimulus in trials with a point. For looks to E's face, one-way ANOVAs on both the mean number and the mean duration of looks revealed significant effects of condition, $F(3, 76) = 10.01$, $p < 0.001$ and $F(3, 76) = 12.00$, $p < 0.001$, respectively. Infants looked to E's face significantly more often and longer in all other conditions than in Joint Attention (Dunnett, all $p$'s < 0.02), presumably because in all other conditions E did not react as
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they expected. For looks to the stimulus, one-way ANOVAs on the mean number and mean duration of looks revealed significant effects of condition, $F(3, 79) = 7.26, p < 0.001$ and $F(3, 79) = 15.67, p < 0.001$, respectively. Infants looked less frequently but longer at the stimulus in the Joint Attention compared to all other conditions (Dunnett, all $p$’s < 0.025). Thus, overall, in the Joint Attention condition infants looked mainly at the stimulus, whereas in all other conditions they looked more often to E.

**DISCUSSION**

Together, the findings of this study support the sharing hypothesis. Infants pointed on significantly more trials when E reacted to their points by both identifying the correct referent and matching infants’ positive attitude to it (Joint Attention condition) than when E matched their attitude but to the wrong referent (Misunderstanding condition) or matched their referent but showed a lack of interest in it (Uninterested condition) or both misidentified the referent and showed an uninterested, neutral attitude (No Sharing condition). In addition, infants looked more often and longer at E’s face in these latter three mismatching conditions, presumably because they expected him to react differently. Thus, in pointing declaratively for others, twelve-month-old infants both want and expect the adult to share both their referent and their attitude toward it.

With regard to the reference component, results support the view that infants point to direct a person’s attention specifically to what they are
pointing at. Instead of merely wanting the adult to behaviourally turn in
the general direction of the referent or to emote positively about anything,
it was important to infants that the adult referred to the same event they
were pointing at. When E did not do this and repeatedly misunderstood
infants’ referents, infants gave up and pointed less for E across trials.
Furthermore, within trials, as predicted, infants repeated pointing in the
Misunderstanding condition on more trials than in the Joint Attention
condition, in an apparent attempt to redirect E’s attention. This interpr-et-
ation was supported by the fact that the point repetitions were accompanied
by more behaviours such as increased looks to E’s face and more vocalizing
in the Misunderstanding than in the Joint Attention condition.

With regard to the attitude component, results also supported our
interpretation that infants point to express and share interest about a
referent that is jointly attended to. Infants were not satisfied and pointed
in significantly fewer trials when E attended to the referent but did not
share their interest, instead commenting neutrally (Uninterested condition).
A quarter of the infants in that condition actually stopped pointing
altogether after E responded to their first point in that way. Infants were
thus not satisfied with just any type of comment from E; they specifically
preferred a positive over a neutral one. The possibility that infants might
point in this situation to request information (in a kind of social referencing)
was not supported, as then one would have expected infants to point
across trials independently of the type of information E conveyed.
Further, results also did not support the hypothesis that infants simply
point to obtain positive emotion or attention from adults. Under that
hypothesis, when E referred to infants’ referent infants should have
repeated pointing persistently within a trial more often when E emoted
neutrally (Uninterested condition) than positively (Joint Attention con-
dition). This was not the case. Infants did not repeat pointing (like they
do when unsuccessfully requesting an object) when E did not react as they
wanted. In fact, about half of the infants in the Uninterested condition
never repeated pointing on any trial. In addition, a comparison between
the two conditions in which infants’ preferred response was violated but
for different reasons (Misunderstanding and Uninterested conditions)
revealed that infants selectively repeated their pointing within a trial
significantly more when E misunderstood the referent than when he was
simply not interested in it. Thus, infants did not persist in or repair their
message in the Uninterested condition like they did in the Misunderstanding
condition, although their attempt to establish shared attention and interest
failed here too. Instead, when E expressed his disinterest infants pointed
less over trials and repeated pointing within trials less, presumably
because they understood that E did not share their attitude towards the
referent.
Infants thus pointed in this context to align others’ attention with their referent and share interest in it. However, in the No Sharing condition when E referred to an incorrect object and gave a neutral comment infants did not redirect E’s attention. One interpretation of this response is that E’s neutral comment simply put infants off, irrespective of whether he did or did not attend to the referent. It is possible that the neutrally emoted comment already indicated to infants that E did not want to share interest, even if he actually had not seen the referent.

**FOLLOW-UP EXPERIMENT**

The results on point repetitions in the Misunderstanding condition of the main experiment were in the predicted direction, but did not reach conventional significance levels. Two methodological factors may have contributed to this. First, the barriers and the fact that infants never saw E referring correctly in those conditions might have given infants the impression that E was not willing or able to refer to the event anyway, and so they did not repeat pointing on many trials. Second, we sometimes observed repeated pointing towards the location of the stimulus after the end of a trial, suggesting that the trial duration might have been not long enough to generate point repetitions. We thus attempted to improve these two aspects of the study in a follow-up experiment. In this experiment, therefore, we re-ran the two key conditions Joint Attention and Misunderstanding with some changes according to these two methodological factors. First, we used a within-subjects design, alternating conditions across trials, to ensure that infants would not consider E as generally unable or unwilling to attend to a referent. We also made the adult’s misunderstanding more salient by using barriers in the Joint Attention condition too, such that E could demonstrate that he could peek around them. Second, to avoid the possibility that some point repetitions were initiated only after the end of a trial, we prolonged the trial duration.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

Twenty infants were recruited as in the main experiment. Two infants were excluded because of fussiness and one infant never pointed. Three infants pointed only in one of the two conditions. The final sample thus included 7 boys and 7 girls (mean age: 1;0.19; range: 1;0.7–1;1.5).

**Materials and set-up**

Materials were for most part the same as in the main experiment. The four windows left and right close to the infant’s midline were again used for four
different hand-puppets. Two windows left and right to the infant’s midline were added, one for the wooden bird and one for another hand puppet which replaced the fan. Two objects (the lights) remained in front of the screen. Only the two barriers close to E were used. They differed in their length such that it was possible for E to peek around the shorter barrier when he turned his head and leaned forward.

Procedure
The general procedure was similar to that of the main experiment. Two conditions (Joint Attention, Misunderstanding; see main experiment) were administered to each infant, with the order of conditions alternating every two trials (irrespective of whether the infant pointed or not) and the first condition being counterbalanced across infants. Stimuli were always presented in the same order. In the Joint Attention condition E reacted to the four stimuli on the side of the shorter barrier, leaning forward to peek around it following infants’ pointing, and in the Misunderstanding condition he reacted directly to the longer barrier, leaning forward to inspect an insignificant piece of paper attached to the barrier. E reacted continuously to infants’ pointing for 15 seconds, 5 seconds longer than in the main experiment. The positions of the barriers were counterbalanced for side, as was the position of the mother, who sat approximately 1·5 m away and slightly behind the infant.

Coding
We were primarily interested in infants’ point repetitions. In this experiment, because we used a within-subjects design with fewer trials per condition and conditions that alternated every two trials irrespective of infants’ pointing (and so infants did not have the same opportunity as in the main experiment to develop an expectation about how E would react to their points), it was more appropriate to use as our main measure the mean number of points per trials with pointing (instead of mean proportion of trials with repeated points, which we report briefly as a secondary measure). For the same reasons, we report no analyses on the measure Trials with a Point. In addition, we also coded infants’ looking behaviour and vocalizing. Coding was done as in the main experiment by the same student assistant. Reliability was again assessed by the first author, E, who coded three infants of the final sample. Cohen’s Kappas were excellent: for identification of each instance of pointing within a 1 s interval during a trial (n=31 observations), kappa = 1·0, and for trials with pointing (n=9) kappas for vocalizing, looks to E’s face, and looks to the stimulus on a 1-s base were 1·0, 0·84, and 0·90, respectively.
RESULTS
Infants pointed on average on 60% of the total trials. The condition in which infants pointed first had no significant effect on their pointing in subsequent trials. For the secondary measure of pointing, mean proportion of trials in which infants repeated pointing, there was a similar pattern of results to that in the main experiment for the Misunderstanding and Joint Attention conditions (means = 0.44 and 0.30, respectively) but this difference did not reach statistical significance ($t(13) = 1.33, p = 0.103, 1$-tailed), most likely because power was reduced compared to the main experiment due to the within-subjects design with fewer trials per condition. For vocalizing there were no statistically significant differences between conditions.

Repetition of points
A one-tailed paired comparison on the mean number of points in trials with a point confirmed our prediction that infants pointed significantly more often within a trial in the Misunderstanding (mean = 1.6) than in the Joint Attention condition (mean = 1.3), $t(13) = 2.29, p = 0.020$. No further analyses on repeated point characteristics, such as those done in the main experiment, were conducted because too few infants repeated pointing within a trial in both conditions (necessary for repeated-measure analyses).

Looking behaviour
Infants’ number and duration of looks to E’s face were not significantly different between conditions. However, there was a significant effect of order such that infants looked more often to E’s face when he had reacted to their first point with Misunderstanding than with Joint Attention, $F(1, 12) = 5.84, p = 0.033$; means = 2.2 and 1.2, respectively. Like in the main experiment, infants looked significantly longer to the stimulus in the Joint Attention than in the Misunderstanding condition, $F(1, 12) = 19.2, p = 0.001$; means = 11 s and 7 s, respectively. The number of looks to the stimulus did not differ significantly between conditions.

DISCUSSION
Findings on infants’ point repetitions in this experiment are consistent with those of the main experiment. Infants pointed significantly more often to the same referent when E referred to an incorrect referent than when he referred to the correct one, apparently to repair the failed communication and redirect E’s attention to the correct referent. In addition, infants looked more to E when he first reacted to their pointing in the Misunderstanding condition, presumably – and in line with the main experiment – because
they found his reaction odd. When E reacted in Joint Attention infants looked longer to the stimulus – again in line with the main experiment – suggesting that they were less surprised or distracted by E’s reaction when he referred to the correct referent and so they sustained attention to the referent more. Other measures did not produce statistically significant differences between conditions, most likely because power was lower than in the main experiment (infants had only four trials per condition and the sample size was much smaller). Taken together, both experiments show that twelve-month-olds point referentially to direct a person’s attentional state towards the particular external event at which they point.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Overall, the current findings support the hypothesis that infant pointing at twelve months is already a full communicative act involving both reference and attitudes towards that referent, while excluding several alternative hypotheses. This suggests both a social-cognitive understanding of other persons as agents with attentional states and attitudes, and a motive to share experiences with others.

Communicative pointing reveals a social-cognitive understanding of attention and attitudes in the sense that an indication is about something and that it expresses psychological relations between interlocutors and referents. To understand reference, one has to understand others’ attentional relation to the environment. It requires an understanding of others as intentionally perceiving and singling out entities in the environment, not just behaviourally orienting in some direction. In line with recent results on gaze following (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002; Deák et al., 2000) and social referencing (Moses et al., 2001), this study shows that twelve-month-olds understand what other people attend and refer to. In addition, it shows that infants actively direct others’ attention, and even redirect others’ attention when they are mistakenly referring to an incorrect referent. This ‘message repair’, which was selective to the Misunderstanding condition, can be interpreted as the infant helping an interested partner in achieving the communicative goal of shared reference (see also Golinkoff, 1986).

To understand a person’s attitude one has to understand that person’s psychological relations towards the referent. Moses et al. (2001) have shown that twelve-month-olds, when socially referencing, link an adult’s comment selectively to the object the adult is attending to. Recently, it has been proposed that infants relate these comments only directly to the object, as its valence, but not to the sender as expressing his or her psychological relation to the object (Egyed, Kiraly & Gergely, 2004). But the current study shows that infant pointing in this context does not involve requesting valence information about an object. Instead it is to share psychological
relations with others about a referent. Results showed that when an adult reacted uninterestedly, infants ceased pointing for him. Our interpretation is that infants understood E’s attitude about the referent as different from their own, that is, as not wanting to share their interest in the referent. Perhaps this is because in this context, infants already had their own pre-determined attitude about the object (i.e. one of positive interest) whereas in social referencing situations the object is designed to be ambiguous to infants. Infant pointing thus enables social learning not only about the external environment (Csibra & Gergely, 2005) but also about the psychological relations between other persons and the environment, which are more subject to change than stable object properties.

Infants point for various motives (Liszkowski, in press). One such motive is to request help from adults in getting something done. Another motive is to provide help to adults by informing them of things they want or need to know (‘informative’ pointing; Liszkowski, Carpenter, Striano & Tomasello, 2006). Here (see also Liszkowski et al., 2004), we have investigated infant ‘proto-declarative’ pointing and provided empirical evidence for an underlying motive of sharing attention and interest. This motive is distinct because it is neither purely to inform (‘direct attention’; Baron-Cohen, 1991) nor purely to request (‘obtain attention’; Moore & D’Entremont, 2001). Instead, it is an offer—an ‘invitation’ (see also Bruner, 1983)—to jointly engage with a communicative partner and experience something together.

The current study thus demonstrates that preverbal infants’ intentional communication already resembles adult language and conversation in many important ways. Infant declarative pointing at twelve months, before language has emerged, already is a full communicative act embodying two main components of adult linguistic speech acts: reference and attitude about referents (see Searle, 1969). In addition, it already has some of the collaborative structure of adult conversation (see Clark, 1996), as seen when infants repair their failed communications, actively working to align their communicative partner’s focus of attention with their own (Golinkoff, 1986). This study thus provides further support for the social-pragmatic account of language development (see, e.g. Tomasello, 2003), demonstrating already in infants’ preverbal communication the presence of the same underlying abilities and motivations upon which language is built.
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